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The New Manager The new manager is installed as the
default manager on the creation of a new game. Changes -
there is a new feature added to the setup screen to select a

team from one of the leagues in the new manager in place of
the default manager. - you can now specify players that you
already own in the new manager. - the game is updated to
take into account the new parameters for the formation of
teams that were introduced in 1.6. - the money invested by
clubs in their academy has been moved into the first team

from the youth team. - managers will now swap their assistant
manager position when they lose their job - managers will be

given a bonus if they give a free transfer to a player from
outside the UK - the correct team picture has been used for
all players that have been transferred to another country -

there is a warning if you don't have enough players to choose
a formation and you are away to a strong team - the pre-

match analysis screen has been altered to make room for a
new map of the world - there are no problems with the new

information available from the media - there are no problems
with the results being incorrect - there are no problems with
radio being blocked by a squad or team sheet - there are no

problems with the transfer of players not being correctly
added to the clubs media squad - the new manager has been

given a unique name and there is a new logo - the new
manager is available as soon as the game loads - there is a
sound when you get a new manager to apply to a new job -

the media interviews have been updated with the new players
and new managers - there is a sound when you fail a contract
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with a player - there are sounds for the the new manager
handling a successful transfer - there are sounds for the new

manager when he beats his under-21 side - there are no
sounds for the new manager on his way out of a job - there is
a sound when you win a league cup competition - there is a

sound when you beat a strong team away from home - there is
a sound when you beat a weak team away from home - there

is a sound when you beat a weak team at home - there is a
sound when you lose a league cup competition away from

home -
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Without Data Patch (no patch) +
Russifier The patch is installed on
the English version of the game,

without any additional packs.
Russifier is placed only on the
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Russian version of the game.
Requires all previous patches and

all localization versions of the
game. Installation: 1. Run FMS_Cra
cked_Retail_Patch_V5.0.0_5.0.5.e
xe. 2. Run FMS_Cracked_Wave_P
atch_V5.0.0_5.0.5.exe. 3. Run FM
S_Cracked_Wave_V5.0.0_5.0.5.ex

e. 4. Wait for the "Installing"
message and start the installation.
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